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People



The Challenge of Ageing and Mobility



In 2015 in Switzerland,+80% (2.7 millions people) 65+ y.o. (elders) by 2045,~69 y.o.: average age of people beginning to encountermobility issues79-80 y.o.: increasing discomfort when moving around,~20% : people with any kind of disabilities (1.7 million people)
Sloping or slanting areas, holes, obstacles, ...: mostimportant barriers to walkingOutdoor activities: well beeing, health, social inclusionFrom the age of 70, walking is predominant

The Challenge of Ageing and Mobility



Main Goal

Underlyingobjective

Promote pedestrian mobility in the elderly

Influencing urban and policy makers

The Objectives



The Framework



Urban Exploration with Elderly People



Urban Exploration with Elderly People

~60 obstaclesidentified



Workshops with Elderly People



Results of the Workshops
Identified obstacle categories



Sidewalk width Obstacle on path Slope

Security / Danger Coating problem Step, accessibility

Other

Our Final Typology of Obstacles



The Modos Explorer App



The Mapping Party



The Sofa App



The Routing

Weighting of the edges of the pedestrian network for a user profile



One starting point ( ), one destination point ( ), many user profiles...

The Routing



Volunteers play a central role as they:• Develop and correct the pedestrian network• Provide data (images, comments)• Label data• Validate / consolidate / invalidate labels• Verify machine learning results

Conclusion

Constant contact with the local municipality andthe senior citizen to better integrate the results tothe local decisions for urban development.



Thanks for your attention!

https://modos.heig-vd.ch/ (main page, contact)https://modos.isc.heia-fr.ch/ (sofa app)
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